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Risk is building in the leveraged loan and collateralized loan obligation (“CLO”) markets.
These two markets are connected: leveraged loans are being repackaged into CLOs just as
mortgages and mortgage-backed securities were used to create collateralized debt obligations
(“CDOs”), the financial products at the heart of the financial crisis 11 years ago.
There are important differences but also troubling parallels between the leveraged loan/CLO
markets and the earlier mortgage/CDO markets.
o One alarming similarity is the decline in leveraged loan underwriting standards: the
market is now dominated by “covenant-lite loans.” Covenant-lite loans permit greater
leverage by borrowers and remove an early warning system for lenders.
o Purchases of CLOs by banks and other regulated financial institutions made in order to
game crucial regulatory capital requirements remain a significant concern.
Like mortgages and CDOs, leveraged loans and CLOs form a pipeline or system. Disruptions at
either end of the system can cause financial havoc on the other end and then ricochet back.
This is akin to a coiled spring or “crisis accordion.”
Losses or disruptions in the leveraged loan/CLO markets, even if they do not approach the
levels of mortgages/CDOs in the global financial crisis could still be significant.
o They could amplify a recession.
o We should be humble about our ability to predict the upper bound of financial market
disruptions or crises.
In my research surveying the CLO market, I have spent hours interviewing market participants.
I have found that:
o Some tranches of CLO securities appear not to trade actively; and
o Many CLO securities trade on opaque markets lacking transparent prices.
A lack of trading of CLO securities undermines the economic rationale of these securities, as
well as their safety and favorable regulatory treatment.
A lack of transparent prices means that neither the marketplace nor regulators can rely on prices
to police risk-taking in the CLO market.
Regulators must monitor and analyze data on leveraged loans and CLO markets.
o I therefore support the three bills being considered today.
o The OFR needs cooperation from other financial regulators in assessing risk in these
markets. Lack of data sharing among financial regulators remains a crucial weakness.
o The OFR needs an independent source of funding. We cannot wait until it is time to
man the lifeboats to fully fund the iceberg patrol.
o Regulators need minimum standards in assessing bank exposure to leveraged loans.
I would also recommend:
o Stress testing of financial markets, not just individual institutions;
o Requiring financial regulators to conduct war games to prepare for market disruptions;
o Underscoring that the burden is on financial institutions to prove that leveraged loans
and CLOs are safe rather than on regulators to prove that they are unsafe.
If data gathering reveals significant systemic risk in leveraged lending/CLO markets, regulators
should use a mix of tools, including limiting bank investments in CLOs, enhanced and
countercyclical capital requirements, and the Volcker Rule “covered funds” provisions.

Mr. Chairman Meeks, Ranking Member Luetkemeyer, and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for inviting me to testify at today’s hearing on “Emerging Threats to Stability:
Considering the Systemic Risk of Leveraged Lending.”
My testimony today will focus on the connection between leveraged lending and financial
products called collateralized loan obligations (or “CLOs”), which are a kind of asset-backed
security. I will explain these terms in a moment. My testimony will also detail the preliminary
results of two years of in-depth interviews of participants in CLO markets on the nature of
investments and trading in these markets.
I am a law professor at the University of Colorado Law School. My teaching and research
focus on securities regulations, financial institutions, financial markets, and financial crisis. I have
authored numerous articles on asset-backed securities, financial institutions, and financial crises. My
2014 book, Law, Bubbles, and Financial Regulation examined the ways in which regulatory changes,
including deregulation, declining enforcement levels, and deteriorating legal compliance, can
contribute to, and be reinforced by, asset price bubbles. These regulatory dynamics have
contributed to the most severe financial crises in history.
Before joining the faculty at the University of Colorado, I was on the faculty at the
University of New Mexico School of Law and served as a visiting professor at the University of
Georgia School of Law. Before becoming an academic, I practiced for eight years at Cleary,
Gottlieb, Steen, and Hamilton, where my practice included securitization transactions.
I have not received any Federal grants or any compensation in connection with this
testimony, and I am not testifying on behalf of any organization. The views expressed in my
testimony are solely my own.
1.

CLOs: Their Purpose and Connection to Leveraged Loans

The Financial Stability Oversight Council has identified leveraged loans as one of the most
significant threats to financial stability.1 This threat exists even though the size of the leveraged loan
market represents a small but significant portion of the overall $42 trillion in fixed income
instruments outstanding. According to a March 2019 report of the Securities Industry and Financial
Markets Association, there are $1.7 trillion in leveraged loans outstanding.2 The significance of this
market owes to several factors beyond just size, including the following:
These loans are made to high risk corporate borrowers: Leveraged loans are made to risky companies
whose credit quality is below investment grade.3 More than half the new leveraged loans in
2018 were borrowed by companies to finance mergers and acquisitions and leveraged
buyouts, pay dividends, and buy back shares from investors.4 One group of economists
characterized these purposes as follows: “in other words, for financial risk-taking rather than
plain-vanilla productive investment.”5
The size of the market has mushroomed: New leveraged loans issued in the United States
increased from approximately $200 billion in 2011 to over $500 billion in each of 2017 and
2018.6
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Underwriting standards have deteriorated: The share of leveraged loans that are “covenant-lite”
has increased dramatically from under 30% in 2011 to approximately 80% in 2018.7 As an
additional reference point, the percentage of U.S. leveraged loans that were covenant-lite in
2007 was approximately 30%.8 Covenant-lite means the loans lack many standard
agreements that the borrower maintain certain defined levels of financial health. Without
these covenants, lenders lack both important early warning alarms that a borrower’s financial
position is deteriorating and the ability to call a default if those triggers are met. Lenders
face enormous competitive pressure to negotiate away these covenants. If they insist on
these provisions, they may lose business. Relaxing covenants and underwriting standards
has led to a dramatic spike in corporations making adjustments to earnings and borrowing
more for mergers and acquisitions and leveraged buyouts.9 This deterioration in credit
underwriting standards has troubling parallels to the decline in mortgage underwriting
standards in the years leading up to the global financial crisis. Indeed, according to a 2018
report, average recovery rates for defaulted loans have fallen to 69 percent from the precrisis average of 82 percent.10
Banks hold a sizeable portion of leveraged loans: According to federal financial regulators, banks
hold approximately 45% of the total loans reviewed by the regulators.11 This means losses
on those loans would impact the regulated financial sector.
The regulated financial sector is further exposed to the risk of leveraged loans, because many
of those loans are purchased by securitization vehicles and repackaged to create complex financial
products called collateralized loan obligations (“CLOs”). As explained below, CLOs are close
cousins of the mortgage-related collateralized debt obligations (“CDOs”) that were at the heart of the
global financial crisis 11 years ago. According to financial industry estimates, CLOs now hold $615
billion in leveraged loans (roughly 1/3 of the leveraged loans outstanding).12 Banks, insurance
companies, and registered investment funds hold a significant portion of senior CLO securities.
Globally, banks own approximately 50% of senior CLO securities, and the majority of CLO
securities are held by U.S. entities.13 Insurance companies and pension funds also hold significant
stakes in CLOs, including in more junior, riskier securities.14 Banks and other regulated entities are
also exposed to risk in CLO markets via lending and derivatives transactions with other CLO
investors.15
Industry studies estimate that the CLO market increased 119% between January 2013 and
March 2019, when its size topped $600 billion.16 Despite financial industry fears of a slowdown in
the market, new U.S. CLO issuances sold to investors from January 1 through April 19 of 2019
totaled $39.4 billion, slightly above the amount sold over the same period in 2018.17 2018 saw a
record amount of $128.1 billion in new CLOs arranged.18
I focus my testimony on how securitization transmits risks in the leveraged loan market to
CLO investors, including regulated entities. Securitization creates a complex and troubling
transmission line between risky credit markets and markets in complex financial products purchased
by regulated financial institutions and others. Even if the potential magnitude of impacts on
financial institutions, markets, and the broader economy is not as large as the devastation wrought
by the collapse of the mortgage-related securitization markets, warning signs for financial instability
now flash.
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A.

Explaining CLOs and Securitization

CLOs are a complex version of securitization. Securitization is the process by which
financial firms arrange for the collection (or “pooling”) of large numbers of loans, which are then
used to create securities that are sold to investors in capital markets. The cash flow on the original
loans funds the payment of interest and principal on those securities. Securitization proceeds in a
number of steps. These steps can be simplified and described as follows:
¶

Loan origination: Lenders make loans to individual or commercial borrowers. These
lenders are called “originating lenders.”

¶

Sale to a securitization vehicle: The originating lenders then sell groups of their loans to an
investment vehicle.19 This investment vehicle typically purchases groups of loans from
multiple originating lenders. It may also purchase other assets.

¶

Issuance of asset-backed securities to investors: The securitization vehicle then creates bond-like
securities that an underwriter sells to investors in capital markets. The cash flows from
the loans and other assets that the vehicle purchased fund the interest and principal
payments on the securities.

A financial institution, often an investment bank, “arranges” the overall transaction; it does the
following:
¶
¶
¶
¶

helps creates the overall structure of the transaction;
identifies (or selects a money manager that will identify) the pools of loans that will be
securitized;
coordinates the logistics of the transaction; and
underwrites or places the resultant asset-backed securities with investors.

The party arranging a securitization receives a fee for these services.
Securitization can involve a wide array of types of loans, including mortgages, student loans,
consumer credit card debt, and automobile loans. CLOs involve the securitization of corporate
debt, including leveraged loans. CLOs are one version of collateralized debt obligations (CDOs),
which involve the securitization of fixed-income assets, such as high-yield debt (often called “junk
bonds”) or asset-backed securities. CDO markets fueled the residential real estate boom in the early
2000s and then exacerbated the global financial crisis that followed. The CDOs at the heart of the
crisis involved the re-securitization of mortgage-backed securities, which, in turn, were the product
of securitizing residential mortgages. One of the most pressing questions involving the CLO market
is whether its risk is markedly different than that of CDOs based on mortgage-backed securities. I
turn to this later in my testimony.
B. The Benefits of Securitization to Participants
Securitization transactions offer benefits to both originating lenders and investors. These
transactions offer a way for originating lenders to offload risky loans and to convert illiquid assets
(e.g., mortgages or leveraged loans) into liquid assets (cash). Originating lenders can then use this
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cash to make fresh loans. Purchasers of asset-backed securities can invest in lucrative lending
markets without having to make or collect on loans themselves. Securitization, including CLOs,
offers investors several ways to mitigate the risk associated with the underlying assets, including the
following:
¶

Diversification through pooling: Securitization vehicles purchase pools of loans and other
assets from multiple parties. This reduces the exposure of investors to the risk of default
on any particular loan. This assumes, however, that losses on loans are not highly
correlated.

¶

Portfolio diversification: Asset-backed securities investors purchase only a small slice of the
total securities. This allows them to balance the risk associated with the underlying pool
of assets with other investments in their portfolio.

¶

Tranching: Most securities issue more than one class of securities. Instead, they issue
multiple classes of securities (or “tranches”), with senior classes of securities having
priority rights to the cash flows on the underlying assets. This means that investors in
these senior classes or tranches face a much lower risk of default on their securities than
investors in more junior tranches. The risk of default on the underlying assets is thus
concentrated in the junior tranches.

Asset-backed securities also mitigate risk in that they are designed to be tradeable. Investors who do
not like the riskiness of their securities or who need cash can theoretically sell their assets for cash and
exit the market.20 I will return in a moment to the question of how and how much CLO securities
actually trade.
Credit rating agencies play a crucial role in CLO and securitization markets. In theory, they
help investors assess the credit risk of asset-backed securities. In practice, when credit rating
agencies give an investment grade rating to senior tranches of a CLO or other securitization, they
allow banks, insurance companies, and other regulated financial institutions to purchase those
securities. Without those ratings, banking, insurance, or other regulations would preclude these
institutions from making these investments.
C. Securitization as Shadow Banking
Securitization’s conversion of illiquid underlying assets into theoretically tradeable securities
underscores how asset-backed securities markets represent a core part of the “shadow banking
system.” Many economists use this term to describe particular capital markets that provide the same
core economic functions as depository banks, albeit without being subject to banking regulations.
These functions include:
¶

Credit intermediation: Just as banks borrow from depositors and other lenders and lend to
households and businesses, CLOs and other securitization transactions “borrow” by
issuing fixed-income bond-like securities to investors and providing cash to originating
lenders to make new loans.
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¶

Credit transformation: Just as banks make risky loans to borrowers and offer low risk
deposits and other investments to their customers, CLOs and other securitization
structures can use leveraged loans or other risky assets to create senior investment grade
securities (as well as more junior securities that are riskier).

¶

Maturity/liquidity transformation: Just as banks have long-term assets (loans to borrowers)
and issue short-term liabilities (deposits that are withdrawable upon demand), CLOs and
other securitization vehicles convert illiquid assets (like leveraged loans) into theoretically
liquid asset-backed securities that could be traded for cash.

By performing these three functions, particularly the final one, banks become fragile and
susceptible to runs. In 2007 and 2008, the global financial crisis revealed that asset-backed securities
markets can also suffer from run-like behavior; when investors sought to exit these markets and
liquidate their investments en masse, fire sale behavior caused markets to freeze.21 Scholars have
described runs on other shadow banking markets, such as repos and money market mutual funds.22
These markets performed these same three economic functions and proved vulnerable to the same
kind of liquidity crisis. Unlike banks, however, securitization and other shadow banking markets
were not subject to the same intensive regulatory regime that governs banks.
Note that the benefits and economic functions described above do not imply that
securitization always provides a net social benefit. Securitization may provide more capital to credit
markets, but it is important to ask how that credit is being used and how sustainable any credit
boom is. Securitization may theoretically provide liquid investments to capital markets investors,
but it is important to ask how much liquidity exists in actuality. Securitization can become incredibly
complex and thus more fragile, as investors become more distant from the risks in the underlying
credit markets to which they are exposed. The global financial crisis revealed that instead of
transferring risk to parties that could understand and optimally bear it, securitization has the
potential to transfer risk to investors with inadequate information and poor risk-bearing capacity.
D.

Regulatory Treatment

CLO and securitization markets exist in large part because of statutory and regulatory
changes that permit banks, insurance companies, and other regulated financial institutions to invest
in asset-backed securities. Starting in the 1980s, changes in these “permissible investment” rules
fueled the growth of securitization markets. They also created potential transmission lines between
banking and capital market crises.23 Moreover, regulators wrote regulatory capital rules that gave
favorable treatment to asset-backed securities, particularly when compared to more direct financial
institution investments in the underlying asset markets.24 This set the stage for financial institutions
to engage in regulatory capital arbitrage, a gaming of these important capital rules that are supposed
to provide a cushion against financial institution failure and systemic risk. I will return to regulatory
capital arbitrage in a moment.
i.

Exception to Dodd-Frank Securitization Rules
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The Dodd-Frank Act25 mandated that federal financial regulators pass a number of rules to
fix significant flaws and sources of risk in securitization. However, a federal appeals court and
regulators have carved a number of important exceptions to these rules for CLOs. For example:
Skin in the Game Exceptions: The Dodd-Frank Act mandated that federal financial regulators
pass rules to require that originating lenders retain a portion of the risk of assets they sell
into securitizations.26 This was intended to address the skewed incentives of lenders to sell
poor credit quality assets and leave asset-backed securities investors exposed to “lemons.”
However, in 2018, a panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit ruled that the
risk retention rules did not apply to CLOs because the judges found the agencies’
interpretation of the Dodd-Frank Act to be unreasonable.27
Volcker Rule Exceptions: The Volcker Rule provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act mandated that
federal financial regulators write rules prohibiting not only proprietary trading by banks, but
also bank investments in certain “covered funds” deemed to be too risky. When federal
financial regulators wrote the final rules implementing this statutory provision,28 they
included a number of exceptions and exemptions to permit bank investments in CLOs that
met certain criteria. The most important exception was incorporated into SEC Rule 3a-7,
which allowed bank investments if the CLO invested only in certain pools of loans as
opposed to high yield bonds or other assets.29 This exception permitted the securitization
structure and interconnected markets we see today: CLOs backed by leveraged loans. (Late
last year, the Loan Syndications and Trading Association, the trade group for CLOs and
similar products, asked regulators to widen this exception to allow CLOs to hold “non-loan
assets,” including “bond buckets.”)30
It is not a coincidence that CLOs backed by leveraged loans later mushroomed in the gaps in
the legal regime for securitization created by court opinion and rulemaking.
ii.

2013 Leveraged Loan Guidance and Withdrawal

Regulators have not been blind to the risks that the leveraged loan markets pose for banks
and other regulated financial institutions. In 2013, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
(“OCC”), the Federal Reserve Board, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”)
issued interagency guidance on leveraged loans (the “2013 Interagency Guidance on Leveraged
Lending”).31 This guidance set minimum standards for regulator review of leveraged lending
activities of financial institutions supervised by the three agencies. These standards included criteria
for reviewing the following with respect to leveraged loans:
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶

underwriting considerations;
assessing and documenting enterprise value;
risk management expectations for credits awaiting distribution;
stress-testing expectations;
pipeline portfolio management; and
risk management expectations for exposures held by the institution.32

However, in 2017, the General Accountability Office determined that this interagency
guidance constituted a “rule” that must be reviewed by Congress under the Congressional Review
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Act.33 Then, in 2018, the Comptroller of the Currency announced that national banks, the largest
lenders in the leveraged loan markets, would no longer be subject to the 2013 Interagency Guidance
on Leveraged Lending.34 The Comptroller’s decision degraded the ability of federal regulators to
monitor the buildup of risk in the leveraged loan market – and, by extension, the CLO market which
securitizes those loans – and banks’ exposure to that risk.
2.

The Buildup of Risk In the CLO Market
A.

How are CLOs Similar to Pre-Crisis CDOs? What is the Risk of a Crash?

CLOs bear numerous similarities to CDO securities in the years leading up to the financial
crisis. Both markets involve the securitization of debt and the same basic features of a complex
securitization: tranching, a reliance on credit rating agencies, and (as explained later in this statement)
thin trading and opaque pricing of at least some tranches and some issues. The leveraged loans
being sold into CLO structures result from much looser underwriting standards. As mentioned
above, “covenant-lite” loans now represent a sizeable share of both the leveraged loan market and
the loans being sold into CLOs. Without these covenants, lenders or CLO investors – whose
securities depend on the cash flow from these loans – have fewer early warning alarms that a
corporate borrower’s financial health is deteriorating and default is looming. The covenant-lite
trend has clears parallels to the decline in underwriting standards in both residential mortgages and
mortgage-backed securities in pre-crisis years.
These similarities between contemporary CLOs and pre-crisis CDOs presents an urgent
question: what is the risk that CLO markets will suffer disruptions or even a crash similar to CDO
markets in 2007-2008? The CLO market participants I have interviewed thus far in my research
have presented strong arguments that there are sufficient differences in the CLO market that make a
repeat of the global financial crisis unlikely. Nevertheless, almost all interviewees admitted that the
risk of a more localized market disruption that would lead to a crash in CLO prices was a concern.
Interviewees pointed to differences between contemporary CLO markets and pre-crisis
CDO markets. One interviewee said that contemporary CLOs had more conservative structures
(e.g., overcollateralization tests) than pre-crisis CDOs, and that these mechanisms provided greater
protection to senior CLO securities. Other interviewees disputed that CLOs had markedly more
conservative structures. However, many interviewees pointed to other significant differences, most
notably the much larger size of the pre-crisis CDO market and the fact that those CDOs were
backed by real estate and not corporate debt. Those factors, according to interviewees and many
economic analyses, mean that potential economic shocks would have a smaller impact on the CLO
market compared to the unraveling of the CDO market in the global financial crisis. Interviewees
did not note a countervailing factor that may make securitization of leveraged loans relatively more
risky than securitizing mortgages: numerous Dodd-Frank provisions and rulemakings under that
statute have regulated the risk of mortgage lending and mortgage securitization. Leveraged lending
was not similarly addressed.
In addition, commentators have argued that the sophistication of leveraged loan borrowers
compared to pre-crisis residential mortgage borrowers means that leveraged loan terms are less
onerous and should lead to less defaults. It is hard to evaluate this particular claim, as other factors
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may push towards greater leveraged loan defaults, such as “agency costs,” i.e., the fact that corporate
managers are managing the corporation’s money not their own.
Even though many interviewees perceived the risk and potential severity of a crash in the
CLO market to be much lower compared to risks in the pre-crisis CDO market, most interviewees
were nonetheless very concerned about a market downturn that could cause losses. Some described
it as “what keeps me up at night.” Several buy-side interviewees (those working at firms investing in
CLO securities) described planning for ways to mitigate losses, and, in one case, to make a profit,
from a severe downturn in the CLO market. Most buy-side interviewees expressed a view that they
had superior information compared to other investors in the market, and that this would allow them
to exit the market before a downturn accelerated or to otherwise mitigate their risk of losses.
These responses track many behavioral finance models of asset price bubbles, which
bifurcate financial markets into “smart money” (informed and sophisticated investors who analyze
information on a security’s fundamental value) and “noise traders” (less sophisticated investors who
do not analyze fundamentals but chase trends). Of course, every investor in CLO markets cannot
be smarter than average, and economic research has documented that even financially sophisticated
investors can be overconfident in their abilities and overoptimistic about market events.35
B.

Crisis Accordion

A crisis could propagate in leveraged loan markets in multiple ways. It is important to
remember that leveraged loan and CLO markets are tightly connected in a system. This means that
the initial shock could hit at either end of the pipeline – leveraged lending or CLO investing – and
quickly cascade to the other side of the market. The most common concern among the individuals I
interviewed, as well as among scholars and market analysts, is that an economic shock will cause a
wave of defaults on leveraged loans. Again, looser underwriting standards (covenant-lite loans)
mean that lenders and investors will have less warning of any deterioration in the financial health of
borrowers. Covenant-lite loans also enable higher leverage of borrowers, which makes them more
vulnerable to losses.
A surge in leveraged loan defaults would reduce the cash flows to CLO securities, and
impact junior CLO securities first. A larger wave of defaults could affect more senior CLO
securities, such as the middle or “mezzanine” tranches. In the wake of the global financial crisis,
economists noted how even small errors in calculating the risks affecting underlying assets can be
magnified each time the cash flows from those assets are securitized and re-securitized.36 It is not
just losses, but correlated losses that threatens securitization. When losses are unexpectedly
correlate, the diversification upon which securitization depends offers less protection to investors. 37
The spread of covenant-lite loans has troubling parallels to the spread of exotic mortgages pre-crisis;
not only are borrowers more likely to default, they might default at the same time with the same
economic shock.
It is not only actual loan defaults and cash flow shortages that can affect asset-backed
securities, however. Indeed, the global financial crisis demonstrated that uncertainty about defaults
on underlying collateral would affect asset-backed securities can trigger fire sales, crashes and freezes
in securitization markets. The unraveling of CDO markets in 2007-2008 stemmed not only from
actual defaults on mortgages and mortgage-backed securities, but also from investor uncertainty
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about how defaults on those assets would affect their CDO securities through multiple layers of
securitization.38
A crisis in CDO markets could also begin at the other end of the pipeline. If CLO investors
decide to cut back on new CLO investments, less cash will flow back to originating lenders. This
would tighten lending markets, prevent borrowers from refinancing existing loans, and potentially
trigger a spike in defaults. Originating lenders may then be left with risky leveraged loans on their
balance sheets that they expected to be able to sell into a CLO securitization. This represents
“warehousing risk.”39 Risk can suddenly appear on an originating lender’s balance sheet. This
problem can be magnified because of the timing of many sales. Research into pre-crisis
securitizations revealed that many originating lenders carry loans on their balance sheet for a
significant portion of a financial quarter. They sell the loans into a securitization shortly before the
end of the quarter when the balance sheet “snapshot” of the lender’s assets, liabilities, and
shareholders’ equity is taken. This means that balance sheets do not capture the full risk that the
lender bore over the entire quarter.40 This risk can suddenly manifest if demand by CLOs for
leveraged loans were to dry up.
Whether a securitization crisis starts from the originating lender or investor end, a shock can
ricochet back and forth through the pipeline. The 2007-2008 crisis in mortgage-related CDOs
illustrated the power of feedback effects. As CDO markets unraveled, the credit crunch intensified,
driving up interest rates. Many borrowers became unable to make payments on mortgages that reset
to higher market rates and were unable to refinance. A fresh wave of defaults then further damaged
securitization markets and the financial institutions that invested in them.41 The leveraged
loan/CLO pipeline has the potential to act like a spring or “crisis accordion,” with losses and risk
moving in waves back and forth between the two markets.
In describing how crises propagate between lending and securitization markets, one subtle
but important point merits underscoring: use of the term “economic shock” can sometimes be
misleading. It suggests that the threats to the financial system come from external forces (what
economists call “exogenous factors”). However, the financial system often creates the very
economic conditions that later threaten its stability. In the leveraged loan and CLO market, risky
lending and investment can create an unstable credit boom.
C.

The Potential Economic Impact of Disruptions to the Leveraged loan and CLO Markets

If the risk build up in leveraged loan and CLO markets results in severe market losses,
disruptions, or crashes, the pressing question becomes what would be the impact on the broader
economy. The leveraged loan and CLO markets are smaller than their pre-crisis mortgage and CDO
counterparts. Moreover, the collapse of the residential mortgage and CDO markets had an outsized
economic impact because of the vital importance of housing markets to households and the
macroeconomy. The most likely outcome of disruptions or even a crash in the leveraged loan and
CLO markets would be amplification of a recession. Financial institutions suffering losses because
of leveraged loans or CLO investments would likely curtail lending, which would throttle back
economic growth. Of course, disruptions in these financial markets might combine with other
macroeconomic factors to increase the severity of a recession.
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We should be humble about our ability to predict financial market disruptions, particularly
about our capacity to place an upper bound on the expected severity of any crisis in a particular
financial market. The timing and impacts of market disruptions on the financial system and the
broader economy are often non-linear. Panics, fire sales, and market freezes result from herd
dynamics that are in part psychological and thus difficult to model. Connections among different
financial markets and between the financial system and the broader economy change constantly and
are often poorly mapped. In short, we should remain wary of underestimating the likelihood and
severity of financial disruptions.
3. Why Do Investors Purchase CLOs? How Liquid Are the Secondary Markets for CLOs?
A.

Preliminary Data

Beyond seeking to identify whether the current CLO market poses different systemic risk
concerns than the CDO market thirteen years ago, my current research focuses on CLO investors
and the secondary market for these assets. I am currently surveying the market to answer several
questions, including: who is investing in the various tranches of CLOs, what are their investment
objectives, how often do various tranches of CLOs trade and why, and how is trading conducted.
My research indicates that the identity of investors varies greatly by tranche. Senior tranches
are generally purchased by regulated financial institutions, such as banks, insurance companies, and
registered investment funds. Multiple interviewees noted the prevalence of Japanese banks as
investors in the most senior tranches. However, statistics indicate that U.S. banks purchase 50% of
senior CLO securities, and other regulated U.S. financial institutions purchase a sizeable share of
senior and mezzanine securities.42 Several interviewees noted a tendency of banks, particularly
Japanese banks, to pursue “buy and hold” strategies in which they would buy an entire tranche and
not seek to sell any of the securities. Some interviewees noted that European financial institutions
also purchased senior tranches.
B.

Regulatory Capital Arbitrage and Rating Agencies

Several interviewees believed that many investors in senior tranches were engaging in
investment strategies to obtain “capital relief” or to engage in “regulatory capital arbitrage.”
Understanding regulatory capital arbitrage requires understanding how bank capital requirements
function. U.S. and foreign regulations generally limit banks and other regulated financial institutions
to investing only in investment-grade debt instruments. Regulations also subject these institutions to
regulatory capital requirements. Regulations that follow the Basel II international accord among
financial regulators place assets into different risk “buckets.” Riskier assets require that a financial
institutions have more capital (i.e., fund themselves with a higher degree of equity). Higher capital
requirements translate into lower degrees of leverage for the financial institutions. Lower leverage,
in turn, can reduce the magnitude of returns for a firm’s equity holders (as well as lowering the
magnitude of investment losses).43
In order to achieve a higher return for shareholders, banks and other regulated financial
institutions have strong incentives to lower the impact of, or game, capital requirements. Regulatory
capital arbitrage involves investment strategies that seek more returns for a specified level of
required capital. Of course, if markets have even rudimentary levels of efficiency, investors cannot
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obtain higher returns without taking on more risk. In regulatory capital arbitrage, financial
institutions, often with the assistance of investment banks, lawyers, and accountants, select and
structure investments that have higher returns and risks for a given level of regulatory capital. If
successful, the true economic risk of an asset may be much greater than that assumed by the
regulatory capital requirement.44
As other scholars and I have described, asset-backed securities and various derivatives
provide ideal instruments for regulatory capital arbitrage as they slice and dice the risk of underlying
assets into various tranches. Parties can structure CLOs and other securitizations to stuff as much
risk into senior tranches as possible while still achieving an investment grade rating. This requires, in
turn, the acquiescence of credit rating agencies.45
Some interviewees noted that credit rating agencies face intense pressure from the
investment banks structuring CLO transactions and from investors to provide investment grade
ratings. Given that credit rating agencies are paid by the issuer and only if CLO transaction closes,
“ratings shopping” remains a concern. Some interviewees also noted that the investment bankers
and other parties structuring a deal have strong incentives and capacities to “reverse engineer” a
credit rating agency’s methodology in assessing the risk of different CLO tranches. There is
evidence that, similar to practices before the global financial crisis,46 this reverse engineering can lead
to transactions structured to stuff more risk into the investment grade tranches purchased by
regulated financial institutions.
Some prominent economists believe that pre-crisis securitization became more about
evading capital requirements than actual productive credit risk transfer. Professors Acharya and
Richardson explain that this evasion of capital regulations was the driving force behind securitization
in the years leading up to the crisis. They write:
[E]specially from 2003 to 2007, the main purpose of securitization was not to share risk with
investors, but to make an end run around capital adequacy regulations. The net result was to
keep the risk concentrated in the financial institutions—and, indeed, to keep the risk at a
greatly magnified level, because of the over-leveraging it allowed.47
Regulatory capital arbitrage can have severe consequences. Regulatory capital requirements
aim to provide a greater buffer that protects financial institutions from failure. They represent one
of the most important tools in mitigating systemic risk. Regulatory capital arbitrage reduces the
effectiveness of these important defenses. Moreover, it camouflages a financial institution’s true
economic risk from the marketplace and policymakers. Investors, counterparties, and regulators can
thus be caught unaware about the fragility of financial institutions.48
C.

Thin Trading and Opaque Prices

Many, but not all, interviewees viewed secondary trading of many CLO tranches as thin or,
in some cases such as Japanese banks buying and holding an entire tranches, non-existent. Some
interviewees expressed a contrary view that some, but not all, tranches were actively traded and
provided industry studies to support their view. Most interviewees noted that trading is much more
primitive than in corporate bond markets and prices of CLO securities are opaque. Many
interviewees provided a similar account of how investors obtained prices and conducted trades.
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Prices are obtained and most trading occurs via dealers, not on exchanges or trading platforms.
Instead of consulting an electronic terminal for a market price, investors call a dealer and obtain a
“price indication.” A price indication is evidently different than a price quote, a “bid,” or an “ask.”
It is often more of a theoretical price than a price on which a trade could be quickly executed. If an
investor want to buy or sell a particular CLO security, she typically does so through the dealer, who
might be selling from the dealer’s own inventory or matching a trade with another customer. In
short, pricing of CLOs appears to be very opaque.
When asked why investors accept this primitive pricing and trading structure, interviewees
provided a range of answers. Some interviewees explained this as a function of bespoke transactions
and the small sizes of CLO issuances. These responses, however, raise a number of questions,
including how bespoke are CLO transactions and why CLOs could not purchase larger pools of
collateral to generate larger issuances. Indeed, other interviewees dismissed the bespoke and small
size explanation for opaque pricing.
Some interviewees offered “supply side” explanations, namely that the investment banks that
structure CLO transactions and act as dealers do not want to create more liquid and transparent
markets, as this would undermine their ability to charge a spread on buying and selling securities.
One interviewee offered a detailed historical explanation that focused on investment banks moving
over the decades from one fixed-income product to another; as regulations required greater price
transparency in the markets for different bonds (such as the TRACE system)49, profits from dealing
in those markets eroded. According to this interviewee’s account, investment banks gravitated
towards more opaque markets that would preserve their ability to enjoy larger spreads, with CLO
markets being the latest stage in this evolution.
The supply side explanation, however, appears incomplete. Several electronic trading
platforms advertise their capacity to handle trading of complex asset-backed securities. If CLO
investors wanted more liquid markets with more transparent prices, they could move their securities
to these platforms and bypass dealers. Several interviewees offered “demand side” explanations of
why many CLO investors have little appetite for more transparent pricing. The incentives vary by
type of investor. Some interviewees explained that some banks and other regulated financial
institutions that purchase senior CLO tranches may not want either active trading or transparent
prices. Transparent prices would force these investors to mark their investments to market, which
could cause them to realize losses on investments, take away their flexibility in financial accounting,
and require higher levels of regulatory capital. Other interviewees focused on hedge fund investors
who purchase more junior tranches. According to these explanations, hedge fund investment
strategies exploit information inefficiencies in these markets. Opaque pricing can then help these
investors earn trading profits. Some interviewees expressed a view that hedge funds could adapt and
earn profits even if markets were more transparent, but did not want to push for these changes as it
might cause dealers to limit their access to existing markets.
D.

The Implications of Thin Trading and Opaque Pricing

To the extent that trading in various CLO tranches is thin or even non-existent, the
implications for financial regulation are significant. As explained above, the economic rationale of
CLOs and securitization is based in large measure on liquidity transformation, that is, the conversion
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of illiquid assets (leveraged loans) into liquid ones (tradeable asset-backed securities). When the
resultant securities do not trade, this rationale appears hollow. Moreover, thin trading undermines
the “safety” of these investments, as investors cannot easily exit a market. This is compounded by
the danger that liquidity can evaporate quickly in securitization markets.50 A lack of active trading in
CLO markets calls into question the favorable regulatory treatment that is premised in large measure
on the ability of investors to exit their investments easily.
Opaque pricing also has financial stability implications. A lack of transparent pricing means
that investors, their own shareholders, creditors, and counterparties, and policymakers cannot
adequately rely on a market price discovery mechanism to assess the risks of CLO investments. This
frustrates risk management by regulated financial institutions investing in these markets, it erodes
market discipline, and it places enormous burdens on regulators overseeing these institutions.

4. Policy Responses to Mitigate Risks to Financial Stability
Information is the first order of business for any policy response to the financial stability
risks posed by leveraged loans and CLOs. Both market participants and policy makers need a better
understanding of the risks posed by these financial products and their potential impacts on other
financial markets and the broader economy.
As noted above, credit rating agencies play a pivotal role in assessing the credit risk of CLO
securities. By determining whether senior CLO securities merit an investment grade rating, credit
rating agencies serve as gatekeepers for whether banks, insurance companies, and many investment
funds may invest in these markets. However, fixing the incentive structure of credit rating agencies
remains perhaps the biggest unfinished business of financial reform.51 It has been almost two
decades since the Enron era highlighted the flaws in the “issuer pays” business model of credit
rating agencies. These flaws again became apparent with the failures of credit rating agencies in
detecting risk in the mortgage-backed securities and CDO markets in the lead-up to the global
financial crisis. Regulators have yet to develop comprehensive, sustained, and effective responses to
Congress’s commands in the Dodd-Frank Act for the Securities and Exchange Commission to
develop alternatives to the issuer pays model52 and for financial regulators to develop alternatives to
rating agencies determinations for use in financial regulation.53 Fundamental reform of credit rating
agencies deserves its own hearings and testimony, followed by sustained action by Congress and
regulators.
Neither Congress nor financial regulators can rely on credit rating agencies alone to police
financial institution risk-taking in CLO or other securitization and shadow banking markets.
Congress needs to be assured that federal financial regulators are gathering, sharing, and analyzing
crucial data about systemic risk in both CLO markets and other shadow banking markets.
A.

Support for Bills Under Consideration by the Committee

In my opinion, the three bills under consideration by the Subcommittee at today’s hearing
represent crucial steps towards these objectives. Therefore, I support each of them. I offer
additional thoughts on each bill below:
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The Leveraged Lending Data and Analysis Act: This bill directs the Office of Financial Research
(“OFR”) to study and report to Congress on risks in the leverage lending and CLO markets. Only
armed with this information can Congress decide whether additional laws or regulations are needed
to mitigate systemic risk emanating from these markets. I hope that some of the information that
the OFR would need would already be collected by federal financial regulators in their supervision
and examination of banks, broker-dealers, and other regulated entities. (The Leveraged Lending
Examination Enhancement Act, discussed below, would push at least bank regulators to collect this
data).
The pressing need, then, is to force federal financial regulators to gather and share
information with the OFR. A lack of data sharing among federal financial regulators remains one of
the biggest weaknesses in the government’s monitoring and response to emerging sources of
systemic risk. This problem has become particularly acute with financial products, like asset-backed
securities, that involve banks and generate banking like risks, but are bought and sold on
securities/capital markets. These products thus straddle or fall in the cracks between oversight by
bank regulators and capital market regulators, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, and
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
I recommend that, among the data that OFR and financial regulators collect and analyze, are
information on the following:
¶

The identity of investors, particularly regulated financial institutions: this will help map potential
transmission lines between disruptions in CLO markets and the regulated financial
sector;

¶

How CLOs were structured to lower the effectiveness of capital requirements: this will help regulators
assess the extent to which the effectiveness of regulatory capital requirements has been
undermined; and

¶

The depth of trading in different CLO tranches: This will help regulators assess the liquidity
and safety of CLO securities, particularly whether they are meeting expectations built
into regulatory capital rules and other prudential regulations.

I also believe this bill’s approach should ultimately be extended to other shadow banking
markets. I therefore would recommend the following:
¶

Requiring that federal financial regulators share data on leverage lending and CLO markets that
they have collected when requested by the OFR; and

¶

Ultimately requiring OFR to analyze data on other large shadow banking markets: These would
include other large securitization markets, repo markets, money market mutual funds,
and other investment funds that engage in maturity/liquidity transformation.

On this second point, I understand that incremental steps can be necessary, but would support
future bills in this regard. This current bill is a crucial first step and is urgent because of the
mushrooming size of the leveraged loan and CLO markets and the decline in underwriting
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standards. The current bill also serves as a template for future legislation requiring analysis of other
segments of the shadow banking system.
The Protecting the Independent Funding of the Office of Financial Research Act: Tasking the OFR with
data collection, analysis, and reporting is of little avail if the OFR is hollowed out. This bill would
ensure that it is not and that the OFR can achieve its original promise. The creation of the OFR
was one of the most important yet underappreciated accomplishments of the Dodd-Frank Act. The
OFR promised to serve as an government research organization devoted to studying systemic risk
and an “early warning” system for emerging threats to financial stability. Its research is critical to
ensuring that the Financial Stability Oversight Council can adequately perform its missions,
including identifying non-bank firms that should be considered for designation as “systemically
important financial institutions” and recommending prudential regulations to other federal financial
regulators. The crucial mission of the OFR can and is being compromised when the Treasury
Secretary decides to cut its budget or slash staffing levels. Giving the OFR Director the power to
set the organization’s budget and setting a floor for that budget are essential steps to assure that the
OFR’s vital role is not compromised by the Secretary of the Treasury’s political calculus or neglect.
I would support further steps to make the OFR completely independent from the
Department of the Treasury. This would support an independent mission and organizational
culture. Watchdog agencies within the legislative branch, such as the Government Accounting
Office and Congressional Budget Office, serve as examples. The independence of funding and
staffing levels in this bill, however, represent the most important pieces of agency independence.
Detecting and mitigating systemic risk and collecting vital information should be a nonpartisan
mission.
The Leveraged Lending Examination Enhancement Act: This bill would require the Financial
Institutions Examination Council to establish uniform procedures for examining the leveraged
lending activities of regulated financial institutions. The bill sets minimum standards for these
procedures. The criteria that the bill sets forth in the minimum standards section would reverse the
mistake the Comptroller of the Currency made in lifting the 2013 Interagency Guidance on
Leveraged Lending, which degraded the ability of regulators to monitor the buildup of systemic risk
in the leveraged lending and CLO markets.
Although I believe these factors are covered by the broad criteria listed in the “Minimum
Expectations” subsection of the bill, I would recommend adding the following:
¶

Warehousing risk: As I note above, lenders that sell leveraged loans into a securitization
run the risk of being unable to offload that risk if demand from securitization markets
drops. Financial regulators need to track changes in this risk.

¶

Secondary markets: In order to gauge warehousing risks, financial institutions and their
regulators need to track potential disruptions to secondary markets, including
securitization markets like CLOs.

¶

Timing of sales: As I note above, research into securitization practices indicates that many
originating lenders sell loans into securitizations shortly before the end of a financial
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quarter. Their balance sheets thus do not reflect the risk that these firms bore for much
of the quarter. This risk can suddenly materialize if lenders are unable to sell these loans.
Examiners should thus gather data on the timing of sales of leveraged loans, whether
into a securitization or otherwise.
This bill ensures that federal financial regulators have minimum standards for examining the
risks of leveraged lending to regulated financial institutions. Writing these standards into statute
rather than relying on agency guidance or rulemaking ensures that these minimum standards will not
be diluted or deleted because of political whims. The required reports ensure that Congress can ably
oversee federal financial regulators in the performance of their duties to examine financial
institutions and regulate their safe and sound leveraged lending activities.
B.

Stress Testing Markets

I urge Congress to consider other steps to ensure that federal financial regulators understand
the risks in CLO and other shadow banking markets. In particular, I recommend that Congress
require that the Federal Reserve, with the required cooperation of the OFR and other federal
financial regulators, conduct stress tests of key shadow banking markets.54 This would extend the
approach of stress testing individual financial institutions to entire markets.55 Stress testing should
start with markets for CLOs and other complex asset-backed securities, as well as other important
shadow banking markets (e.g., repos) which engage in credit intermediation, credit transformation,
and liquidity/maturity transformation. Other financial regulators must be required to collect and
share data with the Federal Reserve for these tests to be effective.
Rationale: Stress testing markets is crucial, as it is the interactions and herd behavior of the
many financial institutions creating, purchasing, and trading these financial products that generates
bubbles, fire sales, and market freezes. Relying only on stress testing financial institutions one-by-one
runs the risk of missing:
¶

dynamic interactions among firms;

¶

correlated risk-taking by and herd behavior of firms, large and small; and

¶

contagion effects.56

Additional Benefits: These stress tests would not only increase Congress’s and regulators’
understanding of systemic risk across financial markets, it would also force federal financial
regulators to cooperate in sharing and analyzing data. As I note above, the evolution of shadow
banking markets has exposed the gaps between regulatory silos. Financial institutions have
structured activities to fit within these gaps, and this is where systemic risk has festered. Shadow
banking has also exposed the weakness of banking, securities, and derivatives regulators in
cooperating in sharing and analyzing data and coordinating a response. Stress testing markets would
help remedy this vulnerability.
Stress testing might also inform the design of new legislation and rules that would give
regulators the tools to address systemic risks in markets and not just systemic risks in individual
institutions. The Administration has recently moved to change the FSOC’s mission to deemphasize
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designating and regulating systemically important institutions and towards “activity-based”
regulation. This seems cynical, as scholars have pointed out that the FSOC does not have the power
to regulate activities, and the overall architecture of much of federal financial regulation is designed
to address risks in individual financial institutions, not market-wide risks.57 However, activitiesbased regulation might ultimately serve as a valuable complement to institution-based regulation. It
might address the risks of herd behavior in shadow banking and other financial markets that
institution-based regulation alone cannot adequately address. Stress testing markets would provide
Congress and regulators valuable information for the design of these new tools.
C.

War Games: Preparing Regulators for Crises in Financial Markets

Congress should also consider mandating that federal financial regulators conduct “war
games” to plan their collective responses to potential crises in CLO and other financial markets.58
This would help regulators be much more prepared and coordinated than they were when financial
crisis began erupting in 2007 and accelerated in 2008. War games would allow regulators to identify
systemic risks and potential weaknesses in the legal regime. As with stress testing markets, war
games would force siloed financial regulators to cooperate. Regulators should report to Congress on
the results of and lessons learned in these exercises.
D.

Restricting Purchases of CLO Securities

Should the three bills being considered by the Committee as well as stress testing and war
games provide Congress with evidence of excessive risk building in CLO or other asset-backed
securities markets, then Congress has several avenues for action. Congress could then mandate that
financial regulators adapt existing rules to limit the exposure of regulated financial institutions to
CLO markets. These tools would include the following:
The Volcker Rule: Congress could mandate that federal financial regulators reverse their
earlier decision to include a carveout to the “covered funds” part of the Volcker Rule that
exempted CLOs backed by bank loans. As discussed above, banks and investment banks
then structured CLOs to be backed by leveraged loans instead of bonds. Congress could
reverse this regulatory decision, which would restrict the ability of banks to invest in CLOs
backed by leveraged loans.
Capital Requirements: Congress could also mandate that regulators set higher capital
requirements for bank investments in CLOs. These capital requirements would ensure
banks have a larger cushion should these investments suffer losses. Congress could consider
two different kinds of triggers for enhanced capital requirements:
¶

Lack of Trading: Capital requirements should be higher for any given CLO tranche if
there no evidence of recent active trading in that tranche; or

¶

Countercyclical Requirements: Congress could mandate that federal financial regulators
implement countercyclical rules that require higher capital if there is evidence that
underwriting standards for the underlying assets have declines (e.g., the percentage of
covenant-lite loans increases).
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Capital requirements may have to be set higher to account for the corrosive effect of
regulatory capital arbitrage or the gaming of these rules.
Quantitative Requirements: Congress could also mandate that federal financial regulators
impose quantitative restrictions on bank investments in CLO.
E.

Resetting the Burden of Proof

Given the disastrous unravelling of the CDO market in the global financial crisis,
policymakers should not be afraid to ask tough questions about the social value of CLOs and other
complex financial instruments. It is worth asking whether the complexity and risk of these
instruments is justified by the additional credit provision and liquidity these markets provide.
Furthermore, policymakers should ask what this credit is used for and whether the liquidity in
investments actually exists. Finally, the global financial crisis should force policymakers to rethink
the unspoken presumption that the burden constantly rests on critics to prove that financial
instruments are unsafe rather than on regulated financial institutions to prove that these products are
safe.59
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